ABSTRACT
T he medial geniculate nucleus (MGN) and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) are the specific thalamic nuclei that relay the auditory and optic pathways, respectively. The triangular LGN is located in the posterior region of the thalamus. It is bordered anteriorly by the cerebral peduncle and the optic tract and posteriorly by the origin of the optic radiation. The oval MGN, with its long axis directed forward and laterally just medial to the LGN, is bordered anteriorly by the inferior quadrigeminal brachium and posteriorly by the superior quadrigeminal brachium. There is increasing interest in assessing the MGN and LGN in healthy subjects and in patients with ophthalmic diseases such as glaucoma. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] However, current imaging methods for identifying the MGN and LGN vary, and imaging findings are inconsistent. Technical advances in neuroimaging facilitate the study of subcortical structures in vivo. Phase difference enhanced (PADRE) imaging yields a high tissue contrast that delineates specific white matter tracts and intracortical structures. [7] [8] [9] On high-spatial-resolution 3T PADRE images, small structures, including the central tegmental tract, the medial and dorsal longitudinal fascicules, and the stria of Gennari, which are difficult to appreciate on conven-tional MR images, are delineated. 7, 8 Also, the contrast between specific white matter structure (eg, the optic radiation) is higher on PADRE than on conventional MR images. 7 We compared visualization of the MGN and LGN on PADRE, 2D-T2-weighted, STIR, proton attenuation-weighted (PD), and DTI acquired at 3T. We also measured the volume and height of the MGN and LGN on PADRE images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
This study was approved by our institutional review board. Informed consent was obtained from all healthy volunteers (6 men, 4 women; age range, 28 -47 years; mean, 36.8 Ϯ 6.7 years); none had a history of neurologic, psychiatric, or ophthalmologic diseases, including glaucoma.
Imaging Protocol
All measurements were performed on a 3T MR imaging scanner (Achieva; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands). A set consisting of 3D high-resolution T1 fast-field echo images for PADRE, 2D-T2-weighted, STIR, PD, and DTI was obtained in all subjects. The images were acquired in the transverse plane parallel to the anterior/posterior commissure line. The scan parameters of each sequence were the following: 3D-T1 fast-field echo images for PADRE: TR/TE, 32/23 ms; FOV, 200 mm; matrix size, 307 ϫ 384; reconstructed matrix size, 400 ϫ 400; spatial resolution, 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 1.0 mm; sensitivity encoding factor, 2; flip angle, 10°; 1 signal acquired; image acquisition time, 3 minutes 36 seconds. We also reconstructed PADRE images with a 3-mm thickness. For 2D-PD and T2-weighted images, the parameters were the following: TR/TE, 4000/17, 80 ms; FOV, 200 mm; matrix size, 280 ϫ 400; spatial resolution, 0.4 ϫ 0.4 mm; turbo factor, 9; sensitivity encoding, 1.5; refocusing angle, 120°; 2 signals acquired; acquisition time, 2 minutes 16 seconds to 3 minutes 20 seconds. For STIR, the parameters were the following: TR/TE, 5000/20 ms; FOV, 200 mm; matrix size, 224 ϫ 320; TI, 120 ms; spatial resolution, 0.4 ϫ 0.4 mm; turbo factor, 9; sensitivity encoding factor, 2.0; refocusing angle, 120°; 2 signals acquired; acquisition time, 3 minutes 10 seconds. The section thickness and gap of the 2D sequences were 3.0 and 1.0 mm, respectively. DTI was obtained with single-shot spin-echo EPI: TE, 49 ms; spatial resolution, 0.8 ϫ 0.8 ϫ 3.0 mm; 6 signals acquired; b-factor, 0/700 s/mm 2 ; EPI factor, 49. We used a tilted /2 pulse and optimized outer-volume suppression. The image acquisition time was 11 minutes 15 seconds. Gray-scale fractional anisotropy maps were used for evaluation. On the fractional anisotropy map, areas with high degrees of fractional anisotropy (eg, internal capsule) are bright, and areas with low degrees of fractional anisotropy (eg, gray matter) are dark.
Data Processing of PADRE
The PADRE technique was described in previous reports. 8, 9 One of the major concepts responsible for the power of the PADRE technique is the "phase difference selection," which enhances the magnetic properties of the target tissue. PADRE imaging classifies and selects various phase differences, ⌬, to enhance the different tissues, and enhances all of them on the magnitude image ͉͉ by the enhancing function w(⌬). Finally, the PADRE image PADRE is reconstructed as PADRE ϭ w(⌬) ͉͉. In this study, the positive phase difference (⌬) was selected to enhance myelin. 7, 8 All images were calculated off-line with in-house software. All postprocessing of DTI and PADRE images was fully automatic without user intervention to eliminate operator bias.
MGN and LGN Localization and Measurement
To evaluate the visibility of the boundaries of the MGN and LGN, 2 experienced neuroradiologists (T.H., Y.I. with 21 and 9 years of neuroradiology experience, respectively) independently assessed the original PADRE (1-mm thickness), reconstructed PADRE (3-mm thickness), 2D-T2-weighted, STIR, PD, and DTI by referring to the atlas of Schaltenbrand and Wahren 10 and Duvernoy's 11 atlas.
They assigned MGN and LGN visualization scores to each imaging method, where 0 ϭ no visible boundary of the nucleus, 1 ϭ poorly visible with a fuzzy boundary, 2 ϭ mostly visible with a slightly fuzzy boundary, and 3 ϭ well-identified nucleus and clearly distinguishable from neighboring structures. A third neuroradiologist (M.K. with 20 years of neuroradiology experience) subsequently measured the area of the MGN and LGN by manually outlining their boundaries on each original PADRE image section. The total volume was obtained by summing the areas of all sections. The number of sections on which the nucleus was identified was also recorded as the height of the nucleus. To assess the volume and height of the MGN and LGN, we compared our estimated volume and height based on PADRE with previously reported histologic and MR imaging measurements. 5, 6, 12, 13 
Statistical Analysis
To assess interobserver agreement for each imaging method, we calculated the percentage of agreement as the number of subjects who received identical scores from both observers divided by the number of subjects (n ϭ 10). Visualization scores were analyzed with the Wilcoxon signed rank test by using all 10 subjects to determine the difference between PADRE and each of the other imaging methods. A P value Ͻ.05 was statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed with MedCalc, Version 12.7.1.0 (MedCalc for Windows, Mariakerke, Belgium).
RESULTS
Imaging was successful in all 10 subjects. In subjects with a score of Ͼ1, the triangular LGN and the ovoid MGN were slightly hyperintense on PD and STIR images (Fig 1) . Although the MGNs were not identified on DTI, Ͼ90% of the LGNs were identified. On fractional anisotropy maps, the cerebral peduncle and origin of the optic radiation exhibited bright. The LGNs were identified as triangular dark areas between the cerebral peduncle and the origin of the optic radiation (Fig 1) . Although 1 LGN and 2 MGNs were not identified on reconstructed PADRE due to the failure of the unwrapping of phase information, Ͼ80% of the MGNs and
LGNs were well-identified and clearly differentiated from neighboring structures on both original and reconstructed PADRE imaging. Reference to the anatomic atlas and the textbook revealed that the LGN was hyperintense compared with surrounding structures, the cerebral peduncle and the origin of the optic radiation (Figs 1 and 2) . The MGN was hyperintense compared with surrounding structures, the superior and inferior quadrigeminal brachia, which exhibited low signal intensity (Figs 1  and 2) .
Statistics of the visualization scores assigned by the 2 observers are presented in LGN scores (10 subjects), the percentage of agreement was 100.0%, 70%, 75%, 45%, 85%, and 89.5% for T2-weighted, PD, STIR, DTI, and the original and reconstructed PADRE images, respectively. For the MGN scores, the percentage of agreement was 80%, 45%, 55%, 100%, 100%, and 88.9% for T2-weighted, PD, STIR, DTI, and original and reconstructed PADRE images, respectively. The difference in scores between original PADRE and all of the other 2D images for both the LGN and MGN was statistically significant (P Ͻ .01). The difference in scores between reconstructed PADRE and all of the other 2D images for both the LGN and MGN was also statistically significant (P Ͻ .05). In contrast, we found no statistically significant difference between original and reconstructed PADRE for both the LGN and MGN.
The 
DISCUSSION
Our results indicated that PADRE yielded a superior visibility of the MGN and LGN when directly compared with T2-weighted, DTI, PD, and STIR images. The superior visualization on PADRE compared with T2-weighted, PD, and STIR images may be attributable to different mechanisms of signal generation (ie, the susceptibility-based 0 by both observers) . B, The right MGN is poorly visible. Its boundary is fuzzy (short arrows) (visualization score ϭ 1 by both observers). The left MGN is mostly visible; its boundary is slightly fuzzy (long arrows) (visualization score ϭ 2 by both observers). Both sides of the LGN are mostly visible; the boundary is slightly fuzzy (arrowheads) (visualization score ϭ 2 by both observers). C, One observer assigned a visualization score of 1, the other of 2, to the right MGN (short arrows). The left MGN is mostly visible with a slightly fuzzy boundary (arrowheads) (visualization score ϭ 2 by both observers). Both sides of the LGN are mostly visible with a slightly fuzzy border (long arrows) (visualization score ϭ 2 by both observers). D, Neither side of the MGN is identified (visualization score ϭ 0 by both observers). The right LGN is mostly visible with a slightly fuzzy border (arrows) (visualization score ϭ 2 by both observers). The left LGN is poorly visible; its border is fuzzy (arrowheads) (visualization score ϭ 1 by both observers). E, Both sides of the MGN (arrowheads) and LGN (arrows) are well-identified and clearly differentiated from lateral and medial neighboring structures (visualization score ϭ 3 by both observers). F, Although the boundaries of the LGN and MGN are slightly obscure on reconstructed PADRE compared with the original PADRE, both sides of the MGN (arrowheads) and LGN (arrows) are well-identified and clearly differentiated from lateral and medial neighboring structures (visualization score ϭ 3 by both observers). methods used in PADRE versus the relaxation-based techniques of T2-weighted, PD, and STIR). Phase images acquired with high magnetic fields (7T and above) yield information about biologic structures that are not usually identified by conventional MR imaging. [14] [15] [16] Blood deoxyhemoglobin, tissue lipid, nonheme iron content, 15 and water-protein exchange 17 have been proposed as possible origins of the MR imaging signal frequency shift responsible for the contrast on phase images. In contrast, the discrepancies between structures on relaxation-based methods originate from differences in the decay rates, which are small. Thus, highresolution phase imaging may be able to delineate small structures that are difficult to evaluate on conventional MR images.
In addition to the comparison between original PADRE and 2D images, we also compared reconstructed PADRE and 2D sequences with nearly identical thickness. On reconstructed PADRE images, the signal-to-noise ratio becomes higher compared with original PADRE images. In contrast, the boundary between the target structures and the surrounding structures on reconstructed PADRE images becomes more obscure because of an increase in the partial volume effect. However, we found no statistically significant difference for the visualization score of LGN and MGN between original and reconstructed PADRE images.
He and Yablonskiy 18 reported that the optic radiation, a myelin-rich structure, exhibited a negative phase value in the lefthanded system-that is, a positive phase value in the righthanded system used in our study. In our study, positive phase values appeared as dark signals. The fiber orientation of the optic radiation to the main magnetic field direction and the cerebral blood volume also affect the image contrast of the optic radiation on phase images. 18 Li et al 19 demonstrated that the structure of myelin and its orientation to the static magnetic field affect white matter fiber susceptibility, resulting in a negative susceptibility change. Ide et al 7 reported that the contrast between the optic radiation and the surrounding tissue on PADRE was similar to that on myelin-stained specimens. As with the optic radiation, the difference in the myelin content between the thalamic nuclei, the LGN and MGN, and their surrounding structures, specifically the cerebral peduncle, optic radiation, and the superior and inferior quadrigeminal brachia, may have affected the contrast on PADRE images. Furthermore, the fiber orientation and cerebral blood volume of those small white matter tracts also may have affected this contrast. We suggest that the high contrast between the thalamic nuclei and neighboring white matter tracts on PADRE facilitates the easy identification of the MGN and LGN. Horton et al 20 provided the first PD images of the LGN; they performed postmortem studies and studies on living human subjects. They demonstrated a good correlation between MR images and anatomic sections. For the identification of the LGN, Fujita et al 21 documented an excellent correspondence between PD images and images obtained with functional methods by using blood oxygen level-dependent imaging. In our study, the averaged visualization scores of the LGN and MGN were higher for PD than for T2-weighted images and lower than those recorded for PADRE images. Devlin et al 22 reported a different approach for the identification of the MGN and LGN by using DTI. They used probabilistic tractography to automatically segment the 2 nuclei from surrounding structures on the basis of their distinctive patterns of connectivity to the rest of the brain. DTI data for probabilistic tractography were obtained by using a doubly refocused spin-echo sequence and cardiac gating with 60 diffusion-weighted images. These resulted in an acquisition time of approximately 20 minutes and a spatial resolution of 1.875 ϫ 1.875 ϫ 2.5 mm 3
. They reported identifying the MGN and LGN in all of their 5 neurologically healthy volunteers. However, because probabilistic tractography requires thousands of iterations, it is computationally intensive. In contrast, PADRE images can be acquired with commonly available imaging sequences within a reasonable image acquisition time. Furthermore, PADRE provides images with high spatial resolution and low image distortion and is less computationally intensive than the probabilistic tractography technique.
The previously reported LGN volume measured on MR images in healthy subjects varied from 75.3 to 86.7 mm 3 . 5, 6 In a histologic study, 12 it varied from 66 to 157 mm 3 ; among individuals, the variation was 2-to 3-fold. In our search of the literature, 2 (B) . The height of the bar denotes the median, and error bars, the 25%-75% percentile. The asterisk indicates P Ͻ .01; double asterisks, P Ͻ .05 compared with PADRE; N.S.; not significant; oPADRE, original PADRE with 1-mm section thickness; rPADRE, reconstructed PADRE with 3-mm section thickness.
we found only 1 postmortem study on the volume of the MGN 13 ; this nucleus was reported to be 5-mm wide, 4-mm high, and 4-to 5-mm long. Our volume measurements for LGN were larger than those reported in earlier MR imaging and histologic studies. 5, 6, 12 The height of the LGN was slightly larger than that in earlier MR imaging studies (4.7-4.8 mm), and the height of the MGN was somewhat larger than the height (4 -5 mm) in the histologic investigation of Winer. 13 We attribute the discrepancy between ours and earlier findings on the LGN and MGN to several factors: First, our study population was small. Second, differences in the identification techniques such as the blood oxygen level-dependent and spin-echo techniques used by others and our susceptibility-based technique affect volume measurements. Blooming artifacts may be more prominent on gradient-echo images such as PADRE than on spinecho images. They depend on the orientation and geometry of the object and on various imaging parameters. Third, the volume of living and postmortem human brains removed from the skull and fixed with formalin may be different.
Measuring the LGN volume on MR imaging may be of clinical importance. According to earlier MR imaging studies, the volume of LGN decreases with age. 6 In patients with glaucoma, the LGN height and volume are diminished and the extent of atrophy of the LGN is correlated with the clinical stage. 1, 5 We believe that the PADRE technique reinforces the clinical utility of MR imaging in the diagnosis of diseases involving the LGN and MGN. Prospective clinical studies are underway in our laboratory to confirm the utility of PADRE.
Our study has some limitations. First, all of our subjects were healthy young Japanese adults. Our findings may not be applicable to other populations or age groups. Because the volume of the LGN varies 2-to 3-fold among individuals, additional qualitative and quantitative studies of the MGN and LGN on PADRE images are required in larger independent series comprising healthy subjects and patients with diseases affecting the MGN and LGN. Second, we did not compare the visualization of the nuclei directly between the original PADRE and other 3D sequences at identical spatial resolutions. Further studies of comparison between PADRE and other 3D sequences at identical spatial resolutions are required. In addition to the direct comparison, registration of all the sequences with transparent overlay may be useful to evaluate the differences of the LGN and MGN visualization among the sequences.
CONCLUSIONS
On PADRE images, visualization of the MGN and LGN is significantly better than that on current standard MR imaging sequences. Therefore, PADRE is useful for the localization of the MGN and LGN.
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